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Nothing helps us better understand the lives of the people who have lived in Israel than the archaeological artifacts that are dug up here.
Civilizations ...
Jewish Archaeological Treasures Support Hebrew Bible Accounts
Israel’s decision to freeze a proposed oil pipeline deal with the United Arab Emirates marks the first real test of the Abraham Accords that normalized
...
What Does The Freezing of UAE-Israel Oil Deal Mean?
Israeli archaeologists excavating in the Judean foothills have uncovered an extremely rare 3,100-year-old inscription from the era of the biblical
judges and carrying a name from the Book of Judges.
Israeli archaeologists find 3,100-year-old inscription linked to book of Judges
Coffee: East and West ” showcases coffee-making equipment from more than 30 countries, reports Judy Lash Balint for Jewish News Syndicate (JNS). Also on
view are tiny decorative Turkish cups, large ...
Tracing Coffee’s Travels From the East to the West
While Israel is known internationally as the start-up nation, Arab citizens, 20% of the country’s population, comprise only 3% of the hi-tech workforce.
Takwin is determined to change that.
Meet the firm boosting Arabs in Israel's hi-tech field - opinion
Thank you for helping to make Jewish News the leading source of news and opinion for the UK Jewish community. Today we're asking for your invaluable
help to continue putting our community first in ...
hebrew university of jerusalem
In this book, Gur Zak examines two central issues in Petrarch's works - his humanist philosophy and his concept of the self. Zak argues that both are
defined by Petrarch's idea of care for the self.
Petrarch's Humanism and the Care of the Self
The network of tunnels beneath the Temple Mount has been the subject of much mystery and controversy, but the cisterns – some of which are linked to
biblical sources – are just as fascinating.
49 Cisterns Tell the Story of the Destruction of the Temple, and Much More
It had writing, the name Yeruba’al (or Jerubbaal) in paleo Hebrew characters, and while only a few letters long, it was enough to suggest a connection
between the artifact and a biblical character — ...
New archaeological find in Israel may shed light on the era of biblical judges
The article quotes the Jewish Publication Society’s translation of 2 Kings 25:10, which reads: ‘The entire Chaldean [Babylonian] force that was with the
chief of the guard tore down the walls of ...
The Hebrew Bible refuted, or rather, a popular translation of it disproved?
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The cheering from Kibbutz Gezer is going to be so loud that Alon Leichman may hear it as he takes to the mound in Tokyo as a pitcher for Tea ...
They helped build Israel’s first baseball field. Now their son is pitching at the Olympics.
The coins may offer insight to what happened during the Bar Kochba revolt against the Romans, researchers say. One of the coins, minted in A.D. 67-68,
depicts a vine leaf and a Hebrew inscription that ...
'Freedom of Zion' coins dating to famous Jewish revolt found in the West Bank
The Sam Mudie and Patty Glaser Scholarship is intended to encourage students of diverse backgrounds to attend Hebrew University in Jerusalem for a
semester or full year and gain first-hand knowledge ...
New endowment allows UCLA students to attend the Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Al-Muhairi's strategy is to see UAE's place on the Global food security index advance from 31st to first place by 2051.
UAE Food and Water Minister Talks Tomatoes with Hebrew U’s Agriculture Experts
The latest of these collaborations is funding a team of researchers at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem’s (HU) Quantum Information Science Center
(QISC) and Racah Institute of Physics to ...
Hebrew University and Amazon establish quantum computing research agreement
Rabbi Sinclair was born in London, and lives with his family in Jerusalem. He was educated at St. Anthony’s Preparatory School in Hampstead, Clifton
College, and Bristol University.
Why Jews are the People of the Moon
Hebrew University of Jerusalem was established in 1918 and opened in 1925 as a public university. Today, the university has a student body of more than
22,000 undergraduate, graduate and ...
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